The aim of the present paper has been to introduce the electron conductive and d-d-interactive individual and composite hypo-d-oxides of the increased altervalent capacity, or their suboxides (Magneli phases), as catalytic supports and therefrom provide: (i) The Strong Metal-Support Interaction (SMSI) effect, and (ii) the Dynamic spillover interactive transfer of primary oxides (M-OH) for further electrode reactions, and thereby advance the overall electrocatalytic activity. The d-band has been pointed out as the bonding, adsorptive and catalytic orbital. In the same context, the phenomenon and significance of the d-d-correlations both in heterogeneous catalysis and electrocatalysis are displayed and inferred. Since hypo-d-oxides feature the exchange membrane properties, the higher the altervalent capacity, the higher the spillover effect. Potentiodynamic experiments have shown that the reversible peak of the primary oxide growth on Pt, Ru and Au supported upon hypo-d-oxides and suboxides becomes distinctly increased in the charge capacity and shifts to remarkably more negative potential values, so that it starts even within the range of H-adatoms desorption, while its reduction extends until and merge with the UPD of hydrogen atoms. With wet tungstenia doped titania supported Pt catalyst in membrane cells these peaks dramatically increase in their charge capacity and reversibly become shrunk with a decreased moisture content in the feeding inert gas mixture, and vice versa. Such distinct potentiodynamic scans, in conjunction with some broaden complementary kinetic electrocatalytic improvements rising from the same hypo-d-oxide and/or suboxide interactive support effects, have been proved to be the best and comparable experimental evidence for the spillover effect of primary oxides. assembled from the ascending or hypo-d-metals and descending or hyper-d-elements, with the optimal average d-electronic configuration were best predicted and proved synergistic composites in electrocatalysis for hydrogen and oxygen electrode reactions. The further complementary aim was to show that the so-called Strong Metal-Support Interactions (SMSI) [1-4] of electrocatalysts and hypo-d-oxide catalytic supports, as based on the same d-d-interelectronic bonding effect, further contribute to increase the overall catalytic activity. Besides the orbital interactive effect, resulting in the strained interacting orbitals and thereby weakening the adsorptive bond of intermediates, the accompanying dynamic catalytic contribution from the spillover or effusion of the primary oxide (M-OH) arises at the same time. The specific
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HYPO-HYPER-d-d-INTERELECTRONIC CORRELATIONS AND ELECTROCATALYSIS FOR THE HER
The majority of physical and chemical features of transition metals, associated with mass, electronic configuration and interactions based on the latter, obey a typical symmetric type of volcano curves along the Periodic Table, with maximum at d 5 -electrons, and in this way reflect the fundamental periodicity features [5] . Therefore, when one plot cohesive versus surface free energy, or their volcano curves one into another, a well defined straight line dependence follows, which shows that d-band represents both the bonding and adsorptive orbital, while s,p-orbitals contribute a constant term all along the transition series [5] . In such a state of physical facts, every combination of a hypo-d-metal with any semi-series of hyper--d-elements, and vice versa, results in a new volcano plot and usually rather stable to extra-stable intermetallic phases [6] [7] [8] [9] . Thus, as a consequence, all paired hypo-hyper-d-interelectronic combinations, in general, behave as the part of the Periodic Table between their individual participating periods of initial ingredients, while the other missing elements in between are replaced by the intermetallic phases of the same average d-electronic structure, and further conesquently, their electrocatalytic activity, cohesive, adsorptive and surface energies follow the same shape of almost coinciding volcano plots [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
Symmetric volcano plots for cohesive (Figs. 1 and 2) [16] and surface free (Fig. 3) -electronic configuration at the maximum of the electrocatalytic properties (Ni, Pd, Pt), for two H-adatoms to react by evolving as molecular species (Fig. 4) [18, 19] . Since the cohesive and electrocatalytic volcano plots for the activity in the HER do not mutually overlap nor coincide, their interrelating correlations are missing for the individual elements, or need some additional corrective and correlating linear terms to bring them in a common relation, but such a straightforward relationships exist almost without exception for the hypo-hyper-d-d-interelectronic combinations (Fig. 5 ) [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . The main conclusion therein has been that the d-orbital is the bonding, adsorptive and electrocatalytic band, and consequently, the synergism both in the HER and cathodic oxygen reduction (ORR) can only be sought within the hypo-hyper-d-d-interelectronic combinations of interatomic or interionic composites of transition elements [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
Such a mutual behavior of fundamental theoretical and practical significance has therefore been used as a substantial basis for search and development of the composite synergistically active nanostructured electrocatalysts primarily for the hydrogen (HER), and recently oxygen reduction (ORR) reactions. In other words, the straightforward linear relations between the cohesive energy of bonding (or, consequently so, the surface free enthalpy [20] ), adsorptive strength and electrocatalytic activity (Fig. 5) , a priori predict the strongest of d-d-interelectronic bonding intermetallic phases, for the composite synergistically active electrocatalysts. This corresponds to the initial fact, that the stronger the interatomic bonding, the higher the d-electronic density of states. Since the optimal d-electronic configuration for the maximal electrocatalytic activity in the HER is well known (d 8 ) (Fig. 4) , and since there exists a well defined Brewer [6] [7] [8] [9] correlation between the crystal structure and the average d-electronic configuration, such synergistic hypo-hyper-d-d-interelectronic compositions of intermetallic phases follow straight from their phase diagrams. The coincidence between optimal peaks both of the hypo-hyper-d-d-interelectronic bonding effectiveness (Brewer intermetallic bonding correlations) [6] [7] [8] [9] and the electrocatalytic activity for the HER confirm such interdependences [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . In such a context, the application of such optimal hypo--hyper- [22, 23] ) and (ii) the interactive support effect results both in the additional SMSI and a dynamic catalytic contribution of the spillover of primary oxide (M-OH) dipole (Scheme I) on the overall electrocatalytic activity [12] [13] [14] . plotted along the transition series in acidic media (after Kita [18] ).
In fact, a bridge between heterogeneous catalysis and electrocatalysis has been established when titanium suboxides (Ti n O (2n−1) , in average Ti 4 O 7 ), or Magneli phases [21] have been introduced as a rather stable and interactive catalytic support with a pronounced metallic type or electronic conductivity (300-1000 S cm −1 ) [13, 14] . Even more so, the remar- Such a hypo-hyper-d-d-interelectronic electrocatalytic behavior is the consequence of the fact that every hypo-d-electronic element belongs to the ascending and the hyper-d-metal to the descending part of the general type volcano plots (symmetric and/or asymmetric) along the transition series (Figs. 3-5), while their stable intermetallic phases replace the missing elements in-between. In such a respect, volcanic plots of the electrocatalytic activity for hydrogen electrode reactions and cohesive bonding (or surface free) energy of hypo-hyper-d-type intermetallic phases are almost overlapping and appear coincidently similar in the shape (exampled by the Zr-Ni interphase system, Fig. 5 ), so that the plot of one into another results in the straight line (one-to-one linear dependence), with the slope, that correlates with the constant in the Langmuir adsorption isotherm for H-ad-atoms (Fig. 5c ). Since the Brewer intermetallic bonding theory [6] [7] [8] [9] has correlated the crystal structure with the individual and/or the average d-electronic configuration of hypo-hyper-d-d-interelectronic combinations of transition elements along multiphase and multicomponent diagrams, there exists a straightforward way to estimate the optimal d-d-synergistic composition of the intermetallic +phase to be situated at the top (peak) of such electrocatalytic volcano plots [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] .
MEMBRANE PROPERTIES OF d-OXIDE CATALYTIC SUPPORTS AND THE PRIMARY OXIDE SPILLOVER EFFECT
The point is that the reversible peaks of primary oxides (M-OH) usually appear imprinted on cyclic voltammograms of Pt, Au, Ag, Ni, Co and many other metals at fixed potential ( Fig. 6 ), and immediately merge into much broader irreversible peaks of the stable surface oxide (M=O) growth. Primary oxides play a decisive catalytic role both in anodic methanol and CO oxidation (CO tolerance), and cathodic oxygen reduction (ORR) [13, 14] . Hypo-d-electronic oxides, in the first place anatase titania, zirconia, hafnia, and these in particular when partially modified with tungstenia (of higher altervalent capacity, six versus four), primarily impose and substantially feature the selective and specific membrane properties [24] , with spillover of the primary oxide dipoles [13, 14] :
In fact, gels (aero and xerogels) are biphasic systems in which water molecules are trapped inside an oxide network, and such a material can be considered as a water-oxide membrane composite [24] . . The short potential interval of the reversible peak existence for the primary oxide (Pt-OH) growth and desorption is clearly marked after horizontal scans within the double layer charging range.
Such membrane properties are the consequence of a strong first principle thermodynamic confirmation (density functional calculations, DFC) [25, 26] , that water molecules undergo spontaneous dissociative adsorption on anatase and even rutile titania surfaces. More specifically, the (101) surface of anatase characterizes the molecular adsorption with partial dissociation (less than 50 %), while on the (001) surface occurs spontaneous and prevailing dissociative chemisorption of water molecules [25, 26] . In addition, it has recently been shown by first-principle(s) molecular-dynamic simulations the existence of a mechanism for thermodynamically favored spontaneous dissociation of water at low coverage of oxygen vacancies of the anatase (101) surface [27] , and conesquently to the Magneli phases as substantially suboxide structure, with respect to molecular adsorption. In fact, this is the status of reversible open circuit dissociative adsorption of water molecules at the equilibrium state, as a spontaneous thermodynamic effect, while the presence of the metallic part of the catalyst, a directional electric field (or, electrode polari-zation) further disturbs such an established equilibria and dynamically imposes a further continuous dissociation of water molecules, along with their facilitated inter-membrane transfer.
The stronger the d-d-bonding, the less strong the intermediate (M-H, M-CO, M-OH) adsorptive strength, and as a consequence, the easier arises the cleavage of the latter, and thence, the higher the overall rate of the electrocatalytic reaction. As the consequence of these hypo-d-oxides featuring such exchange membrane properties, the higher altervalent capacity, the more pronounced and the higher spillover effect arises. Since supported nano-clusters upon conductive oxide substrates effectively interact only around the two-phase circumference, the SMSI exponentially tends to the maximal catalytic activity when metallic deposit approaches nearly monoatomic network distribution. Such achievements have been approached with a homogeneous network of Pt upon Magneli phases particularly for the ORR (Fig. 7) . The same hypo-hyper-d-intermetallic bonding affinity has at the same time been used for the selective grafting of individual and prevailing hyper-d-electronic catalysts upon such interactive d-oxide supports [11] [12] [13] . Meanwhile, there are still missing chemically enough stable intermetallic phases in the nanostructured state, such as MoNi 3 , WFe 3 , MoCo 3 , TiNi 3 , ZrCo 3 , HfFe 3 , to stand for and withstand the challenges of electrocatalysts for the anodic hydrogen oxidation (HOR) at least in alkaline LT PEMFC (Low Temperature PEM Fuel Cells), and oxygen evolution (OER) for water electrolysis in new membrane type electrolysis. Namely, such so-called Brewer intermetallic phases [6] [7] [8] [9] feature rather high negative enthalpies of formation and, in principle, extra stable properties, while oxophilic hypo-d-electronic components, if not properly built within the lattice, exhibit sensitive behavior against water molecules, oxides and oxygen [28] . In such a context, new prospects afford nano-sized tungsten bronze and metalloenzyme electrocatalysts [29] in combination with proper hyper-d-electronic intermetallic components; these are the subject of further intense studies and considerations and consistent in opening a new room for synergistic nanostructured catalysts.
ADVANCED SPILLOVER KINETIC EFFECT OF PRIMARY OXIDES ON ELECTROCATALYSIS FOR THE ORR
The most outstanding electrocatalytic effect, substantially advanced by Magneli phases (trade name "Ebonex") [21] as the interactive support, has recently been substantiated by the extremely highly dispersed Pt sub-nanostructured of nearly monoatomic particle network (Fig. 7) 2 by the interactive grafting deposition followed by the reduction in a hydrogen stream at 300 °C [13, 14] . The high resolution transition electron microscopy (HRTEM) analysis has shown Pt particle distribution between 0.1 and 1.0 nm, with prevailing monoatomic dispersion, though in average only every eighth Pt atom has been directly hypo-hyper-d-interelectronic bonded upon orderly distributed surface suboxide (oxygen vacant) Ti atoms of Magneli phases, the other having some sort of inter-platinum corrugated structure. Similar particle size in metal deposition so far has not been HRTEM recorded.
Polarization properties were exactly experimenttally assessed on the basis of equivalent H-adatoms UPD estimated specific surface area and on the same exact basis compared with the most common market available Pt/Vulcan-XC-72 electrocatalyst (E-tek, Somerset, NJ, 10 wt. % Pt, 2-4 nm in size) for the ORR (Fig. 8) [13, 14] . Kinetically controlled current density values at a potential of 0.85 V versus RHE, where the mass transfer effect is negligible, were 0.33 mA cm The controversial point so far has been that the majority of papers dealing with the ORR consider the but in controversy, the adsorbed primary oxide (Pt-OH) was considered to be the main obstacle and the rate determining (species) factor [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] , regardless the broadly accepted fact that the latter participates in other fast steps of the overall mechanistic scheme (Eqs. (2a) and (2c)) [29, 41, 42] . However, the reversible reaction of the primary oxide formation and its reversal reduction (Eq. (1)) is extremely fast, and at the reduction potentials for ORR proceeds quite independently in both directions and undisturbed along with the H-adatom anodic oxidation in LT PEM FC. The point is that the reversible reaction of the anodic primary oxide formation and its cathodic reduction upon hypo-d-oxide supports, under wet conditions of a continuous moisture supply or a direct water contact, represents an unlimited source of the former (important for CO tolerance), but not so for the latter in the reverse direction. In fact, the whole membrane transferring mechanism (Eqs. (1a) and (1b)) features the redox properties and the higher the altervalent capacity, the higher the overall primary oxide effect.
Thus, the present theory shows and experimental evidence testifies that cathodic ORR implies the continuous source of the primary oxide to be catalytically promoted. Such a continuous "pumping" effect for the primary oxide effusion or the spillover upon heterogeneous catalysts continuously feature the SMSI hypo--d-oxide catalytic supports, as long as the moisture supply in a gas phase is provided, or when the direct water contact exists in aqueous media electrocatalysis.
In the same context, in order to check the value of the coverage with oxygen containing species within the characteristic range of the potential close to the open circuit value and along the reversible part of the Tafel lines, for both Pt/Ebonex and polycrystalline Pt electrode nanostructured carbon-supported, some specific additional potentiodynamic measurements were carried out. The electrode, previously held at 0.20 V (RHE), was then shortly potentiostated at these just indicated and properly selected initial potential values within the low Tafel lines slope (Fig. 8) Such an experimental discovery and the approved evidence are of deeper fundamental significance. In such a respect, the interactive hypo-d-oxide supported Pt electrocatalyst apparently has the remarkable advantages for the overall reaction mechanism in the ORR, including its effusion or the spillover effect of the primary oxide (Pt-OH). Nonfaradaic promotion (NEMCA) [43] [44] [45] of hydrogen oxidation on Pt in water solutions does not impose any facilitating effect in acidic media [46] , that reveals the retarding influence of hydronium ions at the low pH values, but there is no negative anionic influence and the role of hydroxide ions has been inferred to be decisive and NEMCA pronounced even in the plentiful of mineral ionic presence.
SOME UNIQUE SPECIFIC PROPERTIES OF THE PRIMARY OXIDE
The reversible fast reacting primary oxide (M-OH) arises monolayer adsorbed and distinctly marked by the charge capacity of a specific potentiodynamic peak, as the first step of water oxidation (Eq. (1)), immediately after the double layer charging range of many metals (Fig. 6 ). Due to its chemically rather unstable reactive features, and consequently so rather fast decomposition, leading to the irreversible and stable surface oxide (M=O) formation, the corresponding reversible peak extends within a rather narrow potential range. Similar behavior feature some other transition metal oxides of common formulas and structure, like MoO(OH), NiOOH, WO 2 (OH) and can be identified both by the corresponding peaks within their potentiodynamic and XP spectra [13] [14] [15] . The point is that all transition metals of any, or in particular high altervalent capacity, afford the reversible primary oxide type states, usually of pronounced catalytic activity and even rather high electronic conductive properties (WO(OH), MoO 2 (OH), Pt-OH, Au-OH), but unfortunately, in their oxidation sequences end-up with non--conductive and catalytically inactive higher valence oxide states (MoO 3 , WO 3 , Pt=O, Au=O, NiO 2 ), otherwise the whole aqueous electrochemistry would feature another and quite different physiognomy.
The primary oxide species behave dipole properties with prevailing ionic character of the majority of charge being transferred to the metal catalyst (Scheme I), and thus appear weakly adsorbed at the interface [47, 48] . Such a state of the adsorptive binding strength varies from the less towards catalytically more active individual transition metals, or from the lower towards the higher d-band electronic filling (density), or from the stronger to the weaker adsorptive bonds decisive for the rate determining step (RDS), and substantially defines the overall electrocatalytic activity for both the HER and ORR. This is the core of the substantial difference between the reversible and fast reacting primary oxide relative to the highly polarizable surface oxide, whose polarization difference amounts for more than 600 mV (Fig. 6) . Meanwhile, this is the reason of the potential axis coincidence that reversibly adsorbed both H-adatoms and primary oxides feature almost the same enthalpies of the adsorptive bonding upon catalytically active transition metal electrode substrates [47] .
Although their existence arises clearly indicated by XP and potentiodynamic spectra [13] [14] [15] , the primary oxides feature some unique specific fluent (jellium [49] , or fluid) structure of dipoles with noticeable Pauli repulsion (the spillover precondition) between adjacent M-OH species (Scheme I). The latter causes their rearrangement into an anti-parallel structure (OH-adsorbate being oriented in the upright position, with the O-atoms closest to the metal plane [47] ), and conesquently, there is no surface change monitoring in the course of the in situ STM scans [48] , as might be expected and should be imposed and associated along with the corresponding charge transfer for their adsorptive generation within the reversible potentiodynamic peak [50, 51] . The M-OH adsorbates are attracted towards and prefer the high coordination three-fold hollow sites on all transition elements, the adsorption energy for hollow and on-top sits being comparable for all d-metals, and consequently, they donate some electric charge to the surface to establish a dipole state (Scheme I), in particular when in addition, a positive polarization field is imposed. The trends in the bonding of the primary oxide has been similar in its nature to the surface oxide (M=O), with a substantial distinction that the weaker covalent interaction with the d-states is due the lower degeneracy of the OH*-species 1π level in comparison with 2p level of M=O, and in addition, the presence of the hydrogen atom, which pools the whole OH-species away from the surface (as confirmed by dipole moment measurements) [47] . Such typical dipole repulsive features stay in the core of the spillover properties of primary oxides. On the contrary, the H-adatoms form an essentially covalent adsorptive bond with transition metals, and thereby, the effect of the exerted electric field upon them is of much smaller impact. The Pauli repulsion becomes predominant due to the increased electron density on the primary oxide adsorptive state with an open-shell electronic configuration. The difference in adsorptive bonding upon different d-metals is primarily explained by diversities in interaction with the d-band states, since transition metals are characterized by a broad sp-band and a much narrower d-band, the latter being both the cohesive and adsorptive orbital, but with much higher density of electronic states. Due to the interactive nature for adsorbing species, the main bonding interaction of which is covalent, the binding energies at the metal/vacuum and metal/liquid interfaces are comparable, whereas the H-adatoms and M-OH adsorption energies do not exert any significant field dependence [47] . In fact, the main reason why electrode reactions involving various adsorbed hydroxo-species are potential dependent is because the electrons are taken from or stored at a different Fermi levels [52] , and consequently, for transition metals the adsorptive bond becomes stronger with a lower d-band filling [47] .
EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE FOR THE SMSI d-d-EFFECT
For the Au/TiO 2 interaction, rough and high surface area nanocrystalline anatase titania thin films were prepared on microscopy glass slides applying the doctor-blade procedure [53, 54] . Rather fine and thin Au films were deposited by the electron beam evaporation of an Au wire of ultrahigh purity under vacuum higher than 6×10 -4 Pa, onto stationary, titania coated microscopical slides, placed in parallel to the emitting surface. Quartz crystal monitor was used for controlling the deposition rate of 0.01 µg cm -2 s -1 . To elucidate the gold valence state and Au/TiO 2 binding energy for different thiny Au deposits, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) experiments were carried out in an ultrahigh vacuum chamber equipped with a hemispherical electron analyzer (SPECS LH-10) and twin-anode X-ray source, using unmonochromatized Mg-K α at 1253.6 eV and an analyzer pass energy of 97 eV.
The XP spectra of the Au 4f electrons reveal the remarkable binding shift (Fig. 10) , that provides evidence for the d-d-SMSI on the interphase Au/TiO 2 and this is one of the first experimental records for this kind of the catalyst-hypo-d-oxide binding in heterogeneous catalysis. The smaller the nanoparticle size or the thiner the nano-layer of Au deposit, as theoretically predicted in the present paper, the larger arises the binding energy shift in XP spectra with titania, and, consequently, the more pronounced the d-d-SMSI effect, with a tendency to its maximal d-d-binding effectiveness at monoatomic dispersion and with 1:1 deposition of Au on available Ti atoms. Namely, the thinner the nano-layer, closer to the interphase (Au/TiO 2 ) spectral beams penetrate and thereby, better and more completely reflect the bonding status within the latter.
The deconvoluted Au 4f peaks with lower Au loadings reveal that Au nanoparticles in interactive bonding contact with titania appear partially oxidized [55, 56] . The peak located at 82.15±0.1 eV is identified and attributed to metallic Au, while the peak at 84.05± ±0.1 eV is situated at higher binding energy by 1.9 eV and corresponds to the gold primary (Au-OH or AuOOH) oxides. The latter, in accordance with the present theory, appear as a priori provided primary oxide spillover species, associated with anatase titania interaction (Eq. (1)), and are in advance, already available for anodic CO oxidation.
Haruta et al. [57] have shown that the same reactants (propylene in admixture with equimolar amounts of hydrogen and oxygen) yield different products upon different nano-sized Au catalysts supported on anatase titania (Au/TiO 2 ): (i) propane by hydro-genation at nano-particles < 2nm Au, and (ii) propylene oxide by epoxidation or oxygen addition for > 2nm Au. Hydrogenation implies H-adatom adsorption upon Au that never spontaneously occurs on a pure massive bulky gold surface. Haruta [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] ascribes such chemisorptive properties to "forced" or strained Au-d-orbitals, in particular when d-d-SMSI deposited on the interactive anatase titania. In other words, the rather smaller nanostructured Au particles interactively d-d-bonded upon anatase titania (Au/TiO 2 ), thereby being exposed with the strained d-orbitals, are qualitatively something else than massive Au, behave H-adatoms adsorption, thus provide the reversible behavior of hydrogen electrode in the Nernst sense [13, 64] , and thence, finally are able to carry out the hydrogenation processes. Fig. 10 . XP spectra of Au 4f for vapor deposited nanostructured Au upon a fine thin film of anatase titania with deconvolution for lower amounts of deposits to reveal the existence of primary oxides (Au-OH and AuOOH) (courtesy by P. Falaras) [54] .
XPS evidence for the primary oxide presence
In order to understand the origin of the oxidation states of Pt deposited on TiO 2 , ex situ XP spectra of Pt 4f 7/2 and O 1s photoelectrons are shown for the cases of 10 wt % Pt/TiO 2 /C before ( Fig. 11a) and after the exposure in hydrogen stream at 573 K (Fig. 11b) , followed by the continuous heating of the sample under UH-vacuum [13] [14] [15] . The binding energy of Pt 4f photoelectrons is located at 72.8 eV before the reduction in a hydrogen stream, and it is deconvoluted into two peaks with binding energies at 72.8 and 74.6 eV. After heating, there appears a major Pt 4f state at 71.34 eV, together with the state at 72.8 eV, and a smaller peak at 75.2 eV. The peak at 72.8 is attributed to Pt 2+ , due to its combination with OH in the primary oxide (M-OH type), or eventually some other O species [66, 67] , while the peaks at 74.6 and 75.2 are attributed to the surface oxide, PtO 2 [68] . It would be worthwhile noting that, after heating, the corresponding O 1s XP spectra shows a pronounced decrease in the intensity of hydroxyl species (BE = = 532.2 eV) within anatase titania. Such a transformation stays in direct correlation with the reducetion/transformation taking place at the same time and under the same conditions, as already observed with Pt species themselves (Fig. 10b) . As a conclusion, such an experiment strongly indicates that oxidized Pt species, which are formed on the TiO 2 surface, due to the dissociative moisture effect of the latter [25] [26] [27] , most probably originate from the spillover transfer of M-OH from the TiO 2 support onto the Pt crystallites [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] 64] .
The same type of XPS investigations with various composite MoPt x /TiO 2 /C (x = 1 to 4) catalysts strongly indicate, besides the primary and surface Pt oxides, the prevailing presence of the primary oxides of Mo (MoO(OH) and MoO 2 (OH)), otherwise being decisive for the spillover transfer in the anodic CO oxidation (in situ FTIR confirmed) [13, 15] . Fig. 11 . Deconvoluted Pt 4f and O1s XP spectra of 10 wt. % Pt/TiO 2 catalysts before (a) and after the exposure/reduction in a hydrogen gas flow at 573K (b) [13, 15] .
Potentiodynamic evidence for the primary oxide spillover phenomenon
The spillover evidence by potentiodynamic scans in typical LT PEMFC arises as the most convincing confirmation. Potentiodynamic scans upon Pt/TiO 2 /WO 3 /C electrocatalyst deposited on Nafion 117 membrane repeatedly at low moisture content of He stream reveal a typical voltammograms characteristic of Pt metal itself, but with the reversible peaks of the primary oxide growth and the reduction taking place even within the usual double layer charging range. Meanwhile, a continuous supply of saturated water vapor in the He stream at higher temperature (80 °C), imposing condensation and leading to the appearance of rather wet titania-tungstenia mixed oxide (5.0 mol. % WO 3 ), as catalytic support, in particular with potential scans penetrating deeper within anodic range, are accompanied with an unusual phenomenon of a dramatic expansion of both reversible peaks of the primary oxide (Pt-OH) deposition and desorption in their charge capacity, both being shifted towards much more negative potentials (Fig. 12) . Every ceasing in the steam supply immediately leads to the sudden reversible shrinkage of such rather exaggerated primary oxide peaks down to the initial typical shape of Pt voltammogram, and vice versa, renewed saturate water vapor feeding leads to their repeated sharp growth. Such an appearance behaves as a typical reversible phenomenon by its endless repetition, and never appears upon the plain Pt/C electrocatalyst. This dramatic and unusual phenomenon is doubtless associated with the spillover of primary oxide from the titania/tungstenia support and represents its best heuristic experimental confirmation, and nothing else. In fact, such a phenomenon is a unique and strong indication of the appearance and continuous proceeding of the primary oxide spillover, as long as the moisture supply proceeds along with the polarization (the "pumping water effect"). The latter results as the facilitated and well marked accompanying effect of the rather distinctly pronounced reversible charge capacity growth in both the anodic (adsorptive generation) and cathodic (desorptive) scan directions within potentiodynamic spectra. Since two different cyclic voltammogram shapes appear only as the result of the difference in water vapor supply, all other parameters being the same, just in accordance with the above theoretically displayed membrane type features of hypo-d-electronic oxide supports (Eqs. (1a) and (1b) ), an unequivocal conclusion is imposed and defined as being derived from the interactive character for the primary oxide spillover transference. The creation of such a highly distinct Pt-OH spillover behavior, primarily based on the wetness and the spontaneous adsorptive dissociative adsorption of water molecules [25] [26] [27] , has its clearly announced a hint in Fig. 11 . It should be inferred that mixed anatase (and even rutile) titania and tungstenia form intermolecular solid oxide solutions of a rather high altervalent capacity, compatible both in amorphous and crystalline forms of the corner sharing WO 6 and edge sharing TiO 6 octahedrons, with pronouncedly increased electrochromic features even at rather high contents of the latter [69, 70] . In fact, highly charged W 6+ cations favor the reversible acid dissociation of water molecules and thereby such electrochromic layers exhibit a well defined ion exchange and electron conductive properties [24] .
Another potentiodynamic evidence of the primary oxide spillover is associated with anodic CO oxidation. Namely, ever since Watanabe and Motoo [71] have shown that Ru even in a submonolayer deposit, or while alloying with Pt, shifts the primary oxide growth to much more negative potential range and enables CO tolerance, the primary oxide spillover became of substantial significance for LT PEMFC. Similarly, the hypo-d-oxide supported Pt and Au (Pt/TiO 2 , Au/TiO 2 ) in their behavior versus these two pure metals themselves, or their alloys, and/or RuPt and RuPt/TiO 2 , are quite different couples of distinctly different catalytic properties, too, the SMSI issues featuring even a rather more pronounced primary oxide spillover effect. Since hypo-d-oxides, primarily anatase titania, zirconia and hafnia, facilitate spillover of M-OH, Fig. 13 [71] , the supporting (SMSI) effect of titania, advances the whole same effect for more than 300 mV relative to RuPt/C catalyst (Fig. 13) . Tseung [72, 73] has already achieved a very similar result with macrostructured Pt-bronze (in fact, Pt wire surrounded by tungstenia, Pt/WO 3 ). Anodic CO oxidation starts even within the potential range of UPD desorption of H-adatoms (Fig. 13) , and becomes much more pronounced in the charge capacity. This remarkable result is one of the most significant confirmations of the present interactive and dynamic spillover catalytic model, as implemented in electrocatalysis. In fact, plenty of potentiodynamic evidence upon non-supported Pt and Au electrodes testifies that whenever there exists enough supply of species of rather fast oxidation ability, being much faster than the next step of M-OH transfer into the stable surface growing oxide (Pt=O) layer, such as various aldehydes, saccharides and simple alcohols, their anodic oxidation starts at the characteristic aldehyde reversible potential close to UPD desorption of H-adatoms [74] :
proceeds all along the double layer range, arises the concentration polarized and extends almost to the oxygen evolving limits (Figs. 14 and 15 ). In fact, if any aldehyde oxidation was based upon a direct electron exchange reaction, such a catalytic peak would be of distinctly shorter potential range. Since the surface oxide (Pt=O) growth becomes dramatically suppressed all along the anodic scan by the competitive and faster parallel aldehyde oxidation with the continuously generated primary oxide (Pt-OH), its cathodic desorption peak arises dramatically reduced in the charge capacity. After its removal, the anodic aldehyde oxidation peak again grows along the reverse cathodic scan direction, and arises much more pronounced at higher concentrations of the reacting species (Fig. 15) . Such cyclic voltammograms are the best evidence of the reversible features for the primary oxide growth and reduction (Eq. (1)), and its thereby rather fast reaction rates, the latter being controlled by the concentration polarization. Such a reaction becomes in particular fast in contact with hypo-d--oxide supports, as the continuous source of the primary oxides and their pronounced spillover transfer by the interactive mechanisms of the SMSI (Eqs. (1a) and (1b)). and oxygen potential evolving limits. Labels: a -reversible hydrogen adsorption peak; b -primary irrevrsible surface oxide (Pt=O) desorption peak; c and d -successive peaks of aldehyde oxidation; e -sudden sharp current jump and reverse peak of repeated aldehyde oxidation; f and g -reversible hydrogen oxidation and desorption peaks [74] . 
TOWARDS THE REVERSIBLE OXYGEN ELECTRODE
The discrepancy in electrocatalysis for the hydrogen fueled LT PEMFC is that the room for further advances in the activity for the ORR, relative to the HOR and HER, amounts for more than 400 mV and has motivated the search towards the reversible oxygen electrode for two centuries. A step ahead has been imposed when the fine nanostructured Pt catalyst was deposited on highly electron conductive and interactive Magneli phases [64, 65] , and thereby revealed the extension of the reversible range for the ORR along the Tafel plot (Fig. 8) . Such state of the experimental evidence along with theoretical knowledge concerning the properties of the primary oxides and their role in heterogeneous catalysis and electrocatalysis, traces the pathway towards the (nearly) reversible oxygen electrode, primarily for LT PEMFC. This first of all relates the nanostructured tungsten (or the composite titania-tungstenia oxide supports) bronze and modified bronzes, so far never achieved in experimental practice nor applied in electrocatalysis. The experiments with a macro-sized wired Pt/WO 3 bronze [72, 73] , impose rather reliable expectancies in such a respect. In other words, such expectancies are based and relied on the composite and higher altervalent hypo-d-oxide support effect in the continuous supplying "pumping" properties of the primary oxides. For the same reasons, similar expectancies impose the nanostructured hyper-d-oxides electrocatalysts supported on the conductive and (SMSI) interactive altervalent oxides, such as RuO 2 ,IrO 2 /WO 3 . Such trends and expectancies to extend the reversible Tafel range of the interactive supported nano-sized electrocatalysts and create, at least the nearly reversible oxygen electrode, are the subject matter of the forthcoming papers of the present authors.
The main far-reaching conclusion of the present paper has been that electrocatalysis for hydrogen and oxygen electrode reactions are primarily the d-band defined, since the latter is the proved bonding, adsorptive and electrocatalytic orbital. In fact the state of the d-band, such as the d-electronic density of states, the position of the center of antibonding peak relative to the Fermi level or its strained status, are the actual and decisive catalytic operational parameters in search for the synergism in electrocatalysis, as the result of just displayed d-d-electronic correlations. In such a respect, the interactive supported hypo-hyper-d-d-interelectronic combinations afford the most promising electrocatalysts since the optimal average d-electronic configuration coincides with the strongest interelectronic bonding effectiveness and the most stable, often extra-stable intermetallic phases with prevailing hyper-d-electronic ingredient, while the SMSI further advances the overall catalytic effect.
